
 

The Ozone Steam Sauna is a hot steam pod into which ozone is 
introduced, which then enters the body through the pores in the 
skin. The method is called Transdermal Ozone Therapy, also 
known as hyperthermic ozone and transcutaneous ozone 
therapy. It is also the main Oxygen therapy method used at the 
Finchley Clinic in London. (Other methods are also used when 
necessary, such as ear, vaginal and rectal insufflation). 
 
As the skin pores open as a result of being surrounded by the 
warm steam, ozone enters the body transdermally (i.e. via the 
skin). The ozone then penetrates the blood, lymph and fat. By 
allowing ozone in and toxins out via the sweating process that is 
induced, transdermal ozone therapy is one of the most 
powerful methods of detoxifying and oxygenating the body 
in existence. The method is not new: Dr. Kellogg first used 
ozone in steam saunas at his naturopathic clinic in Battle Creek, 
Michigan as far back as 1881. The German army used transdermal 
ozone, without the use of steam baths, for wound healing on the 
battlefields of World War I. 
 
As an aside steam cabinets, steam rooms and saunas do have 
valuable detoxifying effects on their own. During a fever, the 
functioning of the immune system is stimulated, while the growth 
of bacteria and virus is forced to slow down. 
 
In a 1959 review of studies on the effects of heat treatments, 
Mayo Clinic researcher Dr. Wakim and colleagues cite findings 
indicating that the number of white blood cells in the blood 
increased by an average of 58% during artificially induced fever. 

 

 
The generation of antibodies speeds up, as does the production of interferon, an anti viral 
protein that also has powerful cancer-fighting properties. However with the addition of ozone the 
effects are vastly more powerful. People sometimes ask how transdermal ozone compares with 
Turkish steam baths, but the truth is that there is no comparison. 
 
Transdermal ozone also has a very relaxing effect. This is partly because heat has a naturally 
relaxing effect and partly because ozone oxidises (i.e. breaks down) excess adrenaline in the 
body, producing overall calm. 
 
This method is also useful for skin complaints and improving the tone of the skin generally. We 
find that eczema and psoriasis sufferers benefit enormously from this therapy. This is backed up 
by extensive research summarised in the books "The Use of Ozone in Medicine" 3rd English 
Edition and "Oxygen Healing Therapies". 
 
Transdermal ozone therapy also assists in weight loss. During a 20-40 minute session in the 
steam cabinet the body burns up to 400-500 calories. More importantly as toxins are stored in 



the body's fat reserves, when the body is de-toxified as a combined result of the sweating inside 
the steam cabinet and the de-toxification that takes place as a result of the ozone, the body no 
longer requires extraneous fat and so you are more likely to stay slim. 
 
Click here for an extensive list of conditions successfully treated with transdermal ozone 
 
Simply the best ozone steam sauna currently on the market 
The Steam Sauna arrives at your door fully assembled and ready to use in any room of your 
home, office, or business. It requires no plumbing hook up, no water line, no drains, and no 
special electrical supply. Just add water, plug the power cord into your standard wall socket, and 
enjoy your own personal private steam sauna! 
Longest Warranty in the industry: 2 years on the electronics and 5 years on the body of the Pod. 
The EXT50 Ozone Generator offers you a unique set of features: 

• Lifetime Warranty against burn out - the EXT50 Ozone Generator produces no heat, 
no sparking therefore "burn out" is impossible.  

• No Metal - our cold corona double-walled quartz glass tube ensures oxygen and ozone 
only come into contact with glass (which is 100% ozone resistant)  

• Pure ozone output - since the ozone only comes into contact with 100% ozone 
resistant materials, the ozone that the EXT50 Ozone Generator produces is pure, 
completely free of metals and completely free of nitrogen byproducts.  

• Extremely Easy to Use - our ozone generators come with complete owner's manuals, 
with diagrams and photos to ensure easy operation of your new ozone generator. If you 
need help, just call us!  

• Precision Ozone Output - the EXT50 is designed to provide ultra pure ozone for many 
different ozone protocols with ozone concentrations ranging from 1ug/ml - 51ug/ml  

• Proven High Quality and Professional Manufacturing - Our Ozone Generators and 
our factory have been inspected by representatives of Canadian and American authorities 
and have proven professional manufacturing, quality controls, and safety resulting in our 
ETL Approval  

• 100% Ozone resistant internal components: glass electrode, Teflon tubing, no 
metals: you get only pure contaminant free ozone  

Our Range of Ozone Steam Sauna's 

 

  

   
 
Ozone Steam Sauna Features 

Steam and heat production and distribution contribute dramatically to your comfort 
in your Ozone Steam Sauna. What else will add to your comfort?  

Digital Remote 
Control 

Outstanding convenience and ultimate in temperature control. Use the 
hand held digital control pad to choose the time you would like to be in the 
Ozone Steam Sauna and preset your desired temperature. Hang the 
remote control on the wall or set it on a table or counter top to easily view 
the time remaining in the session and the actual internal temperature of 
the sauna on the display screen. Temperature is displayed and controlled 



to within 1 degree of the set temperature! The most advanced, convenient 
and precise steam system available! 

10 Seat 
Positions! 
Comfort, Comfort 

10 seat possible seat positions ensures a perfect fit, ergonomically molded 
extra strong fiberglass seat, reinforced seat rail system holds up to 180 
kilograms, and ergonomic form fitting neck opening ensure your comfort.  

4 Steam Vents Perfection! 4 independent steam jets (two back, two at floor level) ensure 
even heating throughout the Ozone Steam Sauna. 

“Safe Steam” 
Steam Jets 

Your safety and comfort is our priority. Lower level steam jets at your feet 
are covered with our new “Safe Steam” steam diverters so your feet are 
not exposed to hot steam, and to further enhance our outstanding steam 
and heat distribution through the sauna. 

Self Cooling 
Electronics  

Your sauna may heat to 54 degrees C (130 degrees F), but your 
electronics shouldn’t! We use only the highest quality electronics available, 
then we ensure that they remain at room temperature to ensure 
Longevity! Our self cooling electronics will ensure problem-free operation 
of the Ozone Steam Sauna. 

New Sealed 
Stainless Steel 
Steamer 

Our Vortex II Stainless Steel Steamer design ensures all electronics 
completely sealed from water, steam, and ozone by high quality stainless 
steel. Ozone proof, steam proof, water proof! Built for commercial use so 
both Home Users and Business Users are provided a top quality product.  

ETL Approved After being rigorously inspected for safety and quality by US and Canadian 
Authorities, the Ozone Steam Sauna has been granted ETL Approval. This 
is your proof of high quality, safety, and professional manufacturing.  

State of the Art 
Construction 

Closed Cavity Vacuum Bag Molding is the most technologically advanced 
method of fiberglass construction and far superior to our previous method 
of Hand Laid Fiberglass. This technique uses 21st Century Technology to 
ensure an even higher density fiberglass for even more strength, 
durability, and quality! 

Ozone Ready To ensure you can use your steam sauna with ozone, every Steam Sauna 
is made from ozone resistant components, an ozone / oxygen port is 
installed in the wall, and the steam generator is completely sealed from 
the effects of ozone.  

Water Level 
Sensor AND 
Sight Glass 

(i) see the current water level on the sight glass (ii) low water level 
warning light will illuminate if the steamer needs to be refilled (iii) Water 
Level Sensor will automatically shut off the steam generator just before it 
runs out of water for added safety. 

“Easy Fill” Water 
Port 

Fill the Ozone Steam Sauna without removing the seat, and without 
unscrewing any covers. Just pour in the water! 

No Plumbing or 
Drains 

Place the Ozone Steam Sauna in any room of your home, office, or clinic. 
If you move, take it with you! 

Easy 
Maintenance 

Easy to drain water from the steamer if prolonged storage is necessary or 
if you move; Top of steam generator easily removed if cleaning is 
necessary; all electronics easily accessed from the front panel; element 
easy to change if necessary. 

Double Doors For easy entry and exit, front lip of the sauna is only 3.81 centimeters off 
the floor. 

No Leaking silicone “T” seal down between the doors, and “No Drip Lip” on the front of 
the Ozone Steam Sauna ensures that water and steam do not leak when 
the doors are closed. 

Quadruple Safety 
System 

Your safety is our priority (i) Low water shut off, (ii) timer shut off (iii) high 
temperature limit shut off (iv) fuse protection. 



 
Our highly advanced construction techniques and the above features are 
unique to the Ozone Life Technologies’ sourced Ozone Steam Sauna. The 
high quality, safety, convenience, comfort, steam and heat distribution, 
and digital time and temperature display guarantee you will love your new 
Ozone Steam Sauna!  

 


